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A FINANCE BILL

TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($5,000.00) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT TO MATCH THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL PANHELLENIC COUNCIL (NPHC) TO BUILD A UNITY PARK ON THE CORNER OF SOUTH STADIUM DRIVE AND HIGHLAND ROAD.

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, LSU IS PROVIDING THE NPHC COMMUNITY WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH A PLACE OF PERMANENCE, PUBLIC RELATIONS AND PRIDE THROUGH A PROJECT CURRENTLY TITLED “NPHC UNITY PARK” AND;

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THE PARK WILL PROVIDE AN INVALUABLE RECRUITING TOOL FOR MINORITY STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS AND;

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THE PARK WILL CONSIST OF NINE (9) BENCHES OR NINE (9) PICNIC TABLES, EACH WITH ITS OWN PLAQUE AND CHARTER DATE AND;

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, THE TOTAL COSTS FOR THE PARK, DEPENDING ON WHETHER BENCHES OR PICNIC TABLES ARE CHOSEN, ARE EIGHTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($18,900) AND THIRTY TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($32,400.00), RESPECTIVELY AND;

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, THE NPHC IS COMMITTED TO CONTRIBUTING FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($5,000.00) TO THE PARK AND;

PARAGRAPH 6: WHEREAS, THE NPHC IS ACTIVELY SEEKING ADDITIONAL FUNDING AND;

PARAGRAPH 7: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE STUDENT SENATE THAT A MAXIMUM OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND ZERO CENTS ($5,000.00) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT BE ALLOCATED TO BUILD A NPHC UNITY PARK, AND;

PARAGRAPH 8: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.